
For your safety and the safety of others, please follow all directions from staff, along with 
the following rules:

• Begin the Aquatrack at the first obstacle, once you’ve been directed to do so.

• Feet first sliding only from the slope.

• One at a time on the slope.

• One at a time on the bridge.

• No swimming.

• No rough play of any kind on the Aquatrack.

• If the Wibit becomes unattached from the pool walls or loses air, tell a lifeguard right 
away and exit the Wibit. DO NOT attempt to finish the Aquatrack if this happens.

• Shower with soap and warm water to remove any lotions from skin, then rinse off all 
soap.

• If you fall off the Aquatrack or exit the Aquatrack earlier, you must swim away from 
the Wibit to the nearest wall. 

DO NOT dive off of the Aquatrack.

DO NOT climbing back up the slope from the end.

DO NOT wear anything sharp or dangling.

DO NOT chew gum or candy.

DO NOT swim under the Aquatrack.
 

CHILDREN UNDER AGE 12
Portage Pool Admission and Supervision Procedure CM-71-019 applies, plus the following 
additional admission rules for using the Wibit/Aquatrack:

1. Children aged 7-11 who have not successfully completed the Facility Swim Test must 
wear a lifejacket on the Aquatrack regardless of if they go with a Caregiver aged 12+.

2. Children aged 3 and under are not allowed to use the Aquatrack.

3. Children aged 4-6 may only use the Aquatrack if accompanied by a caregiver aged 
12+ on the Wibit regardless of the swimming ability of the child. The child must also be 
wearing a lifejacket, even if they are within arm’s reach of the caregiver. The caregiver 
must be a confident swimmer and be able to assist the child if they need help. If the child 
exits the Wibit before completing the track, the caregiver must go with them.


